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Through research and education the Institute for
Defense and Business fosters shoulder-to-shoulder
partnerships among the Department of Defense, other
government agencies, and the private sector to achieve
excellence and innovation.
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Letter from the Chairman and President
For the Institute for Defense and Business (IDB), 2010 was a year of
significant expansion, growth, and diversification. The dedicated team of
professionals at the IDB secured participation by additional government
agencies, delivered more programs than at any time in the history of
the organization, launched a number of new initiatives, and achieved
record financial results. In accomplishing this, the IDB maintained the
high quality of our existing programs while enhancing the organization’s
reputation as an innovative research and education institution that
fosters learning and collaboration in a joint, interagency, and “Whole of
Nation” environment. We look forward to many more years of delivering
custom education programs to the men and women who defend and
serve our nation.
We are pleased to report that during 2010, other major components

was received very positively by all participants. Progress also continued

of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) joined the U.S.

on securing the new Military Vehicles High Performance Capabilities

Coast Guard in sending participants to IDB programs. Congressman

Project, and we expect to be under way early in 2011 on this initiative

David Price, a long-standing supporter of IDB’s unique education

bringing motorsports technologies and capabilities to the military

mission, secured funding from Congress for full DHS participation.

wheeled vehicle community.

New participants hailed from DHS Headquarters, DHS Science and
Technology Directorate, Customs and Border Protection, Immigration

A significant change took place during 2010, with the LOGTECH

and Customs Enforcement, Transportation Security Administration,

MBA transitioning to the IU-UNC LogMBA. The name change for this

and Federal Emergency Management Agency. These DHS participants

unique MBA program better highlights the two top-ranked schools

brought a variety of new perspectives and contributed a great deal to

that collaborate on this unique degree-granting program run by the

the learning experience in the classroom.

IDB, and it depicts the logistics focus more clearly. The program also
transitioned from central funding and sponsorship by the U.S. Army

Other departments and agencies have also begun sending, or plan to

Materiel Command to a free-standing degree program with funding by

send, participants to various IDB offerings. The Department of Veterans

the students’ organizations, the students themselves, or the Post-9/11

Affairs (DVA) has included a number of IDB programs in its new career

GI Bill. A small IU-UNC LogMBA transition class with DHS, military, and

development initiative for logistics and sustainment professionals, and

private sector students enrolled in the fall, and IDB is actively recruiting

will begin sending participants in 2011. A new logistics-focused program

for the next class in 2011.

this year from our Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction
(CSER) has attracted participants from DoD’s Combatant Commands,

Financially, the IDB achieved gross revenues of $5,357,000, an increase

the Department of State, the U.S. Agency for International Development,

of $585,000 over 2009 results, and the organization closed out the year

the United Nations, and a wide range of non-governmental organizations

with positive net asset growth.

such as the Red Cross, as well as private sector companies. These
additions have added to the richness and depth of the classroom

All of us with the IDB look forward to 2011 with optimism tempered by

experience and placed the IDB at the forefront of joint, interagency, and

the reality of federal deficits, pressure on the Defense budget, and a

the increasingly important “Whole of Nation” education experience.

renewed focus on efficiencies. We remain dedicated to providing the
high-quality programs that address these realities and meet the needs

Programmatically, there were a number of noteworthy developments

of our nation’s warfighters, their civilian government counterparts, and

during the year. Due to increased demand, LOGTECH added two

the private sector that supports them.

offerings of the Advanced Program in Logistics and Technology,
bringing that program to six offerings for the year. Concurrently, the U.S.

Sincerely,

Army Materiel Command chose to fund only two LOGTECH Programs
for Executives in Logistics and Technology for 2010, rather than the three
offerings delivered every year since 2002. We are closely monitoring
demand for the LOGTECH Executive Program and hope to add back the
third annual offering in the future. CSER delivered the pilot offering of its
Seminar on Logistics Cooperation in Stabilization and Reconstruction,

Gov. James G. Martin

Mr. Mark C. Cramer

under the sponsorship of the Director for Logistics, J4, The Joint Staff. It

Chairman

President		
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Board of Directors
The IDB Board of Directors sets the overall direction and philosophy of the organization and provides
oversight and guidance. Reflecting the Institute’s global reach and perspective, these distinguished
leaders in government, business, and academia bring broad vision to the organization and its mission.
Gov. James G. Martin

Mr. Frank B. Holding, Jr.

Mr. Thomas W. Bradshaw, Jr.

Chairman and Director

Vice Chairman and Director

Treasurer and Director

Senior Advisor, State
and Federal Government
Relations, McGuireWoods
Consulting, Charlotte,
North Carolina, and Former
Governor, State of North
Carolina

CEO and Chairman, First
Citizens BancShares, Inc.,
Raleigh, North Carolina

Financial Advisor, Morgan
Stanley Smith Barney,
Raleigh, North Carolina

Mr. Rye Barcott

Mr. Mark C. Cramer

Mr. Seddon Goode, Jr.

Director

Director

Director

Co-Founder of Carolina for
Kibera, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina; TED Fellow; and
Associate at Duke Energy,
Charlotte, North Carolina

President, Institute for
Defense and Business,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

President, University
Research Park, Inc.,
Charlotte, North Carolina

Mr. James E. S. Hynes

Dr. John D. Kasarda

LTG William E. Mortensen,

Director

Director

USA (Ret.)

Chairman, Carolinas
HealthCare System,
Charlotte, North Carolina

Director, The Frank Hawkins
Kenan Institute of Private
Enterprise, and Kenan
Distinguished Professor,
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler
Business School, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina

Director

Mr. Roger L. Perry, Sr.

Dr. Holden Thorp

Director

Director

President, East West Partners
Management Company, and
the Former Chair, Board of
Trustees of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Chancellor, The
University of North
Carolina at Chapel
Hill, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina

The 2010–2011 IDB Executive Fellows (seated) and IDB Board of Directors
Members who attended the September 2010 Fellows Induction Dinner

Chairman and CEO,
Mortensen and Associates,
LLC
Southport, North Carolina
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2010 – 2011 IDB Executive Fellows
This unique program gives recently retired senior leaders from the Department of Defense, the Department
of Homeland Security, and the military services an opportunity to continue to contribute and serve. IDB
selects Fellows based on outstanding service records and demonstrated ability as thought leaders to
share their expertise and wisdom with future leaders. SAS Institute, the Cary, NC–based leader in business
analytics software and services, sponsors the program.

Admiral James M. Loy, USCG (Ret.)

Mr. Michael A. Aimone, SES, USAF (Ret.)

LTG Robert T. Dail, USA (Ret.)

Former Deputy Secretary of the U.S.

Former Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for

Former Director of the Defense

Department of Homeland Security and

Logistics, Installations and Mission Support

Logistics Agency (DLA)

Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard

LtGen Richard S. Kramlich, USMC (Ret.)

VADM Michael K. Loose, USN (Ret.)

Former Director, Marine Corps Staff and

Former Deputy Chief of Naval Operations

Deputy Commandant for Installations

for Fleet Readiness and Logistics (N4)

and Logistics

In September 2010, The IDB Board of Directors hosted an installation
dinner welcoming the 2010–2011 class of IDB Executive Fellows. A
number of senior military officials, congressional representatives,

• LTG Dan Christman, USA (Ret.), Senior Vice President for International
Affairs, U.S. Chamber of Commerce

• Mr. Don Ducey, Director of Strategic Initiatives, SAS Federal

industry leaders, and academic partners of the IDB attended the dinner
at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Washington, DC.

At the dinner, the IDB also honored the contributions of the 2009–2010
class of IDB Executive Fellows: Gen George T. Babbitt, USAF (Ret.);

Special guest speakers for the dinner included:

LtGen Ronald S. Coleman, USMC (Ret.); VADM Walter B. Massenburg,

• The Honorable Richard Burr, U.S. Senate
• The Honorable Bob Etheridge, U.S. House of Representatives

USN (Ret.); LTG William E. Mortensen, USA (Ret.); and RADM Dale G.
Gabel, USCG (Ret.).
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Organization and Reach
IDB delivers shoulder-to-shoulder educational programs
that bring together military, government, and private sector
participants in an academic setting. This organizing principle
is fundamental to the design and success of IDB’s programs.
Military, academic, and corporate representatives work sideby-side to guide and advise on curriculum development,
implementation, and evaluation for all IDB programs.
DOD, UNIFORMED SERVICES, DHS CLIENTS

ACADEMIC SUPPORT

EXECUTIVE FELLOWS

PROGRAMS
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®

corporate participants AND PARTNERS

Board of directors
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Concentration Areas
IDB Programs Across Career Stages
E A R LY

MIDDLE

EXECUTIVE

EXECUTIVE

A D VA N C E D

Logistics &
Technology

Life Cycle
Systems
& Engineering

Leadership &
Organizational
Transformation

Stabilization &
Economic
Reconstruction

R O U N D TA B LE S

SEMINARS
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2010 Highlights
IDB BOARD OF DIRECTORS

LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION

• LTG William E. Mortensen, USA (Ret.) Chairman and CEO, Mortensen

• In May, DAELP Cohort VII graduated its largest class to date—

and Associates, and former Deputy Commanding General, U.S.

23 members—including two private-sector students. This was

Army Materiel Command, joined the IDB Board in June 2010.

followed by DAELP VIII, which began in November with a record 24

• Mr. Rye Barcott, Co-Founder of Carolina for Kibera, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, and Associate at Duke Energy, also joined the IDB
Board in June.

students.

• IDB delivered the second senior executive seminar in the “Leadership
and Innovation: Operators Driving Solutions” series for the DoD’s
Business Transformation Agency with the endorsement of the Vice

IDB EXECUTIVE FELLOWS

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.

• IDB inducted five new Executive Fellows as the class of 2010–2011
in September. The Executive Fellows Induction Dinner was held at

STABILIZATION AND ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION

the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Washington, DC, and included

• CSER, working closely with the Logistics Directorate, the Joint

distinguished guests Senator Richard Burr and Congressmen David

Staff (J4), developed and delivered the first in a series of seminars

Price and Bob Etheridge.

blending two of IDB’s core competencies. The Seminar on Logistics
Cooperation for Stabilization and Reconstruction was very well

IDB CORPORATE

received and featured a presentation by JCS J4 LTG Kathleen

• On behalf of the IDB, President Mark Cramer received the Employer

Gainey.

Support for the Guard and Reserve (ESGR) Patriot Award in July.

• In August, CSER delivered what we expect to be the final

The ESGR Patriot Award recognizes private sector employers who

predeployment roundtable conference for an Iraq-bound unit. The

are especially supportive and understanding of their employees’

three-day event helped prepare North Carolina’s own XVIII Airborne

service in the National Guard or Reserves.

Corps for its role of overseeing the transition of authority to the Iraqis
and U.S. Government responsibilities to civilian agencies by the end

LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY

• LOGTECH Advanced grew to six offerings in 2010—leading to a
record 255 Advanced participants during the year.

of 2011.
PRIVATE SECTOR

• MBA Cohort V graduated in December. Graduates were treated to

• IDB welcomed program participants in 2010 for the first time from

a joint commencement message from LTG Mitchell H. Stevenson,

Northrop Grumman, AAI, and Mack Trucks, all long-time corporate

Deputy Chief of Staff Logistics, G-4, U.S. Army; LtGen Frank A.

residency sponsors.

Panter, Deputy Commandant for Installations and Logistics, U.S.

• An unprecedented number of corporate sponsors hosted DAELP

Marine Corps; and RADM Sean F. Crean, Deputy Commander,

residencies in 2010, 35 sponsors overall, with 14 new sponsors.

Naval Supply Systems Command.

• IDB and the LOGTECH SME Board developed a formal mechanism
for recognizing return on investment achieved through the
application of lessons learned in the LOGTECH Advanced Program.
The first General William G.T. Tuttle Jr. Award for Business Acumen
in Defense and Government will be awarded in 2011.
LIFE CYCLE SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING

• The Life Cycle Executive Leadership Program (LCELP) enjoyed two
successful courses in 2010 while development of the Master of Life
Cycle Systems Engineering (MLCSE) degree program continued.

Governor Martin and Senator Richard Burr at the
IDB Executive Fellows Induction Dinner
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LOGTECH Center of Excellence In Logistics and Technology
The Center of Excellence in Logistics and Technology (LOGTECH) serves as the premier catalyst for
ongoing dialogue and information exchange for the joint defense community, civilian government
departments, and the private sector in an academic setting. LOGTECH offers a range of education
opportunities tailored to meet the specific needs of uniformed and civilian logisticians at various career
stages across the U.S. Government. With presentations from faculty and subject matter experts from the
logistics community, participants in all LOGTECH programs gain valuable knowledge they can apply
within their organizations.
LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY

itself to remain on the leading edge of logistics and technology issues.

For the past decade the IDB has managed and administered the

Increased demand for the Advanced course due both to strong

Center of Excellence in Logistics and Technology in partnership with
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler Business
School. The award-winning LOGTECH programs are the IDB’s original
flagship education offerings, and they are continuously reviewed and

interest and participation from the Department of Homeland Security
necessitated an increase of offerings from four classes in 2009 to six
in 2010. With this adjustment, LOGTECH Advanced tallied a record
number of participants in 2010—255.

improved to meet the needs of all stakeholders. Programmatic themes
and formats developed and used in LOGTECH inform, and in many
cases have led to, other IDB initiatives and endeavors.
LOGTECH EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
The foundational programs of the Center of Excellence in Logistics
and Technology, first offered a decade ago, were weeklong executive
education courses that remain staples of the LOGTECH portfolio.
LOGTECH offers two residential executive education programs for
military, civilian government, and corporate leaders at major inflection
points during their careers. The programs focus on how to transform
defense logistics across the enterprise by leveraging technology, best
practices, and innovation from academia and the private sector.
THE ADVANCED PROGRAM IN LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY
The first LOGTECH course offering in 2001, the LOGTECH Advanced
Program in Logistics and Technology has continuously reinvented

With data and notes from the week posted as a backdrop, LOGTECH Advanced
students listen to brief-outs on Friday

Highlights and curriculum updates for the Advanced Program in 2010
included:

• Establishment of the General William G. T. Tuttle, Jr. Award for
Business Acumen in Defense and Government to be awarded

A Decade of Shoulder-to-Shoulder 
Executive Education Since 2001
28

LOGTECH Executive classes

33

LOGTECH Advanced classes

1,817

Total participants

4.7

Average course rating (on 1–5 point Likert scale)

40

Private sector corporations have sent students

1,972

Hours of instruction

each year to the student who best demonstrates a return on
investment to his/her organization by successfully applying the
lessons learned in LOGTECH Advanced

• A new curriculum module on Life Cycle Approach to Systems Design
and Improvement taught by Dr. Paul Stanfield

• “Fireside Chats” and panels featuring the entire class of IDB
Executive Fellows: open Q&A with the leading lights of defense
logistics

• ”Hot Topic Lunch” presentation on whole of government logistics:
“Collaborative Logistics in Stability Operations,” by Amb (Ret.)
David C. Litt

2 0 1 0 annua l re p ort

PROGRAM FOR EXECUTIVES IN LOGISTICS AND
TECHNOLOGY
Also in its tenth year of delivery, the LOGTECH Program for Executives
in Logistics and Technology is the premier logistics and technologyfocused executive education program available to DoD and USG senior
leadership and their private sector counterparts. As such, LOGTECH
Executive attracts an impressive lineup of participants, presenters, and
topics. Highlights from the two LOGTECH Executive courses in 2010
included:

• New Senior IDB Faculty member Jim Brunke gave a thoughtprovoking session on a “Systems Approach to Risk Management:
Lesson Learned at Boeing”

• ADM James Loy, USCG (Ret.), delivered a fascinating graduation
talk drawn from his experiences as Commandant of the USCG
and his time as Deputy Secretary of DHS during the period of its
creation

• The William T. Powell, Jr. LOGTECH –Thai Scholarship (co-funded by
IDB and the Community Support Foundation of Thailand) brought
a number of senior Thai military officers into the 2010 LOGTECH
Executive courses:

• Vice Admiral Paiboon Choypeng, Director of Joint Logistics,

LOGTECH Executive participant BGen James Kessler, Commanding General,
Marine Corps Logistics Command, responds to a presentation during the
February 2010 course

• LTG Thitinant Thanyasiri, Director-General, Thailand Defence
Technology Institute

• In the spirit of shoulder–to–shoulder interchange between the
military and private sector, LOGTECH Executive also welcomed two
Thai private sector scholarship recipients:

• Mrs. Noparath Koolhiran, Import and Export Manager, Chaiseri
Metal & Rubber

• Col (Ret.) Prasert Shusang, Sr. VP, Special Projects, Loxley
Public Co. Ltd.

Royal Thai Armed Forces

LOGTECH Subject Matter Expert (SME) BOARD MEMBERSHIP 2010 (Serving full or partial terms)
The LOGTECH SME Board includes senior logistics leaders from the

Mr. Louis A. Kratz – Vice President, Logistics and Sustainment,

military services, civilian government departments, the private sector,

Lockheed Martin Corporation

and academia. This distinguished group provides insight and guidance

Maj Gen Robert H. McMahon – Director of Logistics, Deputy Chief of

as well as thought leadership on challenges, opportunities, and

Staff for Logistics, Installations and Mission Support, U.S. Air Force

developments in logistics and technology.

Mr. Brent Meyers – Vice President of FedEx Solutions, FedEx
MG Dan Mongeon, USA (Ret.) – President, Defense & Government

Mr. Rafael Borras – Under Secretary for Management, Department of

Services – US, Agility

Homeland Security

Mr. Jim O’Neill – Vice President/General Manager - Integrated Logistics,

Mr. Daniel J. Cernoch, Jr. – Senior Manager, Logistics & Sustainment,

Boeing

Lockheed Martin Corporation

RDML Thomas P. Ostebo – Assistant Commandant for Engineering

Mr. Mark Cramer – President, IDB

and Logistics/Chief Engineer, U.S. Coast Guard

Dr. Faye Davis – Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National

LtGen Frank A. Panter – Deputy Commandant, Installations and

Defense University

Logistics, U.S. Marine Corps

Rear Admiral Kathleen M. Dussault – Director of Supply, Ordnance,

LTG James H. Pillsbury – Deputy Commanding General, U.S. Army

and Logistics Operations (OPNAV N41)

Materiel Command (AMC)

Mr. Alan Estevez – Principal Assistant Deputy Under Secretary of

LTG Mitchell H. Stevenson – Deputy Chief of Staff Logistics, G4, U.S.

Defense (Logistics and Materiel Readiness)

Army

LTG Kathleen M. Gainey – J4, Director for Logistics, The Joint Staff

Mr. Brian Taylor – President, Horizon Logistics

MG James L. Hodge – Commanding General, U.S. Army Combined

VADM Alan S. Thompson – Director, Defense Logistics Agency

Arms Support Command

Ms. Robin Tomlin – Practice Area Leader, Supply Chain Management,

Mr. Robert L. Houston – Vice President, Performance Based Logistics

IBM

and Product Support, BAE Systems

GEN William G.T. Tuttle, Jr., USA (Ret.) – Consultant, IDB Executive

Brig Gen Michelle D. Johnson – Director, Strategy, Policy, Programs

Fellow ’05

and Logistics, U.S. Transportation Command (TRANSCOM)

Ms. Patricia Young – Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics,

Ms. Karen Knowles – General Manager, SAS Federal

Installations and Mission Support, HQ U.S. Air Force
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Master of Business Administration
LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY

students remain on the job. This is made possible through an innovative

Responding to the need for a rigorous, in-depth study of management

format that includes a top-rated Web-based curriculum punctuated by

and logistics beyond the scope of its executive education programs,

three campus residencies in Chapel Hill, NC, and a ten-day overseas

LOGTECH developed an innovative degree-granting MBA program

study tour. IDB pioneered this hybrid educational approach, combining

with a concentration in defense logistics in 2002. The LOGTECH MBA

both distance education and in-residency periods. This proved to be a

is an accredited two-year joint program between two nationally ranked

very powerful model and has influenced educational design at a number

business schools—Indiana University’s Kelley School of Business and

of universities.

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler Business
School. Graduates receive an MBA degree from the Kelley School of

Cohort V—LOGTECH MBA Class of 2010

Business and a Certificate in Global Supply Chain Leadership from

The MBA Cohort V graduation ceremony was held at the Army and

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School.

Navy Club in Washington, DC on December 16, 2010. LTG Mitchell H.
Stevenson, Deputy Chief of Staff Logistics, G-4, U.S. Army; LtGen Frank

A Year of Transition

A. Panter, Deputy Commandant for Installations and Logistics, U.S.

At the June 2010 LOGTECH Subject Matter Expert (SME) Board meeting,

Marine Corps; and RADM Sean F. Crean, Deputy Commander, Naval

the Board suggested renaming the LOGTECH MBA to better highlight

Supply Systems Command, U.S. Navy provided a joint commencement

the nature of the degree and caliber of schools involved. In response

message for the ceremony. Fourteen students from Cohort V received

to this guidance, a new name for the degree was developed, “IU-UNC

their diplomas along with one student from Cohort III whose course of

LogMBA,” and a rebranding effort was initiated. Subsequently, U.S.

study had been interrupted by multiple deployments.

Army Materiel Command—the LOGTECH Executive Agent—issued a
request for proposal for a master’s degree in business administration
with a concentration in logistics, and/or a Master of Science in logistics.
The winning submission was the Syracuse University iMS, which the
Army will sponsor and fund for the new contract period rather than the
newly renamed IU-UNC LogMBA.
In response to the well-established military, governmental, and private
sector demand for the unique MBA program developed by LOGTECH,
IU, UNC, and the IDB decided to continue to offer the IU-UNC LogMBA.
The degree is a proven and effective platform for “shoulder-to-shoulder”
collaboration to master the global business knowledge and leadership
skills needed to be successful in today’s complex, globally responsive
organizations.
Same Program, New Name
Innovative both in format and the partnership that delivers it, the IU-UNC
LogMBA adheres to the same principles that have guided these two
top-ranked schools for many years: rigorous standards, a high quality
curriculum, and a dedicated, talented faculty. This combination of
resources together with a select group of government and private sector
business leaders offers a powerful learning experience and career
development opportunity. As was the case with the first LOGTECH MBA
class in 2002, the individual services and agencies will be asked to
fund their own students, along with GI Bill–funded students and private
sector participants.
Built for highly motivated and disciplined leaders from DoD, DoD agencies,
joint commands, military services, and private sector organizations, this
demanding program is designed to be completed in two years while

LOGTECH MBA Cohort V; the Class of 2010 at Graduation

Two Cohort V students received special recognition at the graduation
ceremony. LCDR Thomas McGreevy, USN, received the E.B. Leedy
Award for best exemplifying the desire to further the military logistics
community by applying skills and knowledge gained in the MBA
program.
CDR Michael Havens, USN, received the fourth annual William T. Powell,
Jr. Scholarship in recognition of his outstanding potential for further
contribution to the improvement of defense logistics. The scholarship,
sponsored by Indiana University and the IDB, provides full tuition to
obtain a Master of Science in Global Supply Chain Management at the
Kelley School of Business.
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Surrounded by his family, LCDR Thomas McGreevy accepts the 2010
E.B. Leedy Award

CDR Michael Havens receives the William T. Powell, Jr. Scholarship

Cohort VI—LOGTECH MBA Class of 2011

studies in their second year of the MBA program. At the end of the trip

In September 2010, MBA Cohort VI met in Asia for its second

during the final wrap-up session, the groups presented their findings

residency—a 10-day international study tour. The cohort traveled to

and observations to the class for discussion.

Hong Kong and Guangzhou, China, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, and
Bangkok, Thailand, to study the governments, economies, military

The group will complete applied projects and its final two residencies

services, and logistics systems in each nation.

at Chapel Hill in 2011. The final online classes will be in the fall of 2011,
at which time students who have successfully completed the program

Each student studied a culture, business, economy, or defense topic

will graduate.

related to the trip and provided briefings to the class in preparation
for the daily events and learning opportunities. At the end of each day

Cohort VII—IU-UNC LogMBA Class of 2012

or as the study tour left a country, a student summarized the lessons

MBA Cohort VII, the first that began its studies under the new IU-UNC

learned over that portion of the trip. Each student guided a discussion

LogMBA moniker, assembled in Chapel Hill on November 7, 2010, for

with the group covering possible applications of the best ideas to their

its first residency. In keeping with the shoulder-to-shoulder model of

respective organizations, their applied projects, and to the upcoming

learning, Cohort VII’s membership includes U.S. Military, Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), and private sector students. This is the first
cohort with DHS participation, and the Department’s students hailed
from several agencies: FEMA, ICE, and CBP. At residency one, the
group learned to use Indiana’s online distance education tool, as well as
receiving instruction from UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School faculty
in fundamental business competencies including communication,
accounting, and process design & analysis.
The first half of 2011 will consist largely of online studies and group
activities with a 10-day overseas residency highlighting the fall. Cohort
VII will travel to Europe in September 2011 to visit and study international
businesses, governments, and military facilities & operations.

MBA Cohort VI after briefing at Headquarters of Royal Thai Military
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Log21 Logistics for the 21st Century
Logistics for the 21st Century (Log21) is designed to provide early-career, high-potential logisticians with
a comprehensive and tailored educational experience aimed at furthering their professional development
while broadening their aperture—providing a glimpse into the potential rewards and promise of a longterm career in logistics and sustainment.
LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY

The Log21 program helps participants gain a new perspective on current

Introduced in mid-2008, Log21 has established itself as a key component

challenges. Students take away a better understanding of how they

of IDB’s Logistics and Technology education portfolio. By targeting the

can tap into cross-service, interagency, and intra-industry professional

early-career participant demographic, Log21 complements the mid-

networks to be more resilient in the face of change and develop more

career and executive level LOGTECH executive education programs.

robust solutions to existing and future challenges.

Three courses per year expose early career logisticians from DoD
and the military services, civilian government departments, and the
private sector to world-class academic instruction, peer interaction,
and in-depth exchange with counterparts. Log21 serves as a career
catalyst for its participants by bringing together logisticians with diverse
backgrounds early in their careers to expand their views of logistics
as well as providing ample opportunity for information exchange and
building lasting professional relationships.
As with all IDB education offerings, there is considerable emphasis
on keeping curricula fresh in Log21. The 2010 Log21 courses featured
presentations on topics ranging from a look at “The Logistician of the
Future” by IDB senior faculty member Joe Grosson, to the concept and
practice of e-sourcing from Justin Ergler of GlaxoSmithKline. Other,
more conventional curriculum mainstays include Performance Based
Logistics (PBL), Technology and Organizational Innovation, Leading
Change, and Winning with Logistics.

The February 2010 Log21 class photo taken at the Kenan-Flagler Business School’s
Paul J. Rizzo Conference Center

Public-Private Partnership
In addition to sending participants to Log21, a number of IDB’s
government and corporate partners have provided valuable insights and
presentations/content that have shaped the Log21 curriculum. These
organizations are concerned about their ability to retain new entrants to
the logistics workforce—a typically energetic and technologically savvy
demographic—who enter the workplace with high expectations for rapid
advancement. Further, they recognize the need to successfully transfer
knowledge from their highly-skilled logistics experts approaching
retirement to these newly hired employees. Thus, Log21 is designed to
reinforce the logistics strategies of participating organizations, expand
and facilitate knowledge transfer within and among participating
organizations, and place early-career leaders on a fast-track career
path. Many of these same issues are challenges for the DoD, military
services, and other government agencies. IDB will continue to listen to
and work with its partners to refine Log21 and all programs to ensure
Justin Ergler describes GlaxoSmithKline’s use of e-sourcing to maximize value in
procuring goods and services

that its education offerings are current, relevant, and valuable.
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LCELP Life Cycle Executive Leadership Program
The Life Cycle Executive Leadership Program (LCELP) is designed for leaders challenged with
developing, managing, and/or implementing life cycle plans or policies within their organizations and for
their customers.
LIFE CYCLE SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING

Following a successful introduction in 2009, IDB delivered two LCELP

Life Cycle Systems and Engineering is IDB’s newest focus area.

courses in 2010. Both offerings featured academic, corporate, and

Developed in response to industry requests and military requirements

military perspectives and discussion on life cycle issues from leading

for educational programs focused on life cycle management and

faculty and subject matter experts.

the total cost of ownership for products and systems, this suite of
programs exemplifies the concept of building and expanding a pivotal
topic from the Logistics and Technology focus area into a stand-alone
concentration area.
LCELP
The one-week Life Cycle Executive Leadership Program focuses on the
business aspects of life cycle design and support decisions and is for
managers in both the technical and business sides of acquiring and
sustaining systems.

LCELP students work to prepare their team brief…
...and receive feedback from VADM (Ret.) Paul Sullivan

MLCSE and Beyond
Currently under development and tentatively offered for 2012, the Masters
of Life Cycle Systems Engineering (MLCSE) is a technical, 16-month
degree program for practicing engineers
designed to capitalize on the business of
reducing cost of ownership. The life cycle
curricula for both the one-week LCELP and
16-month master’s program are the product of the partnership between
the IDB and two schools in the University of North Carolina system: NC
State University and NC A&T University.
IDB Senior Faculty Member Joe Grosson explains equations that describe the life
cycle trade space in March 2010

Another developing academic relationship holds promise for the life

The target audience for this program includes those involved in

cycle focus area at IDB—a partnership with the Defense Acquisition

acquisition, logistics, sustainment, and engineering from the DoD &

University (DAU). IDB and DAU are in discussions to draft an agreement

military services, civilian government departments, and the private

that would support the education offerings of both organizations

sector. The program is designed for both non-engineers and engineers

through the exchange of students, instructors, and curriculum elements.

interested in developing a deeper understanding of life cycle theories,

Not only beneficial to the life cycle–focused programs of DAU and IDB,

practices, and techniques. The program emphasizes the business

this partnership has the potential to strengthen curriculum at both

aspects of life cycle design and support decisions.

organizations.
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DAELP Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program
The Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program (DAELP) is designed to fulfill the advanced
educational requirements of the uniformed and senior civilian personnel responsible for command,
leadership, and management of the DoD depots, arsenals, and industrial activities. Originally developed
at the request of the Commanding General of the U.S. Army Materiel Command, the program has
expanded to encompass all the services, the Defense Logistics Agency, and selected private sector
corporations.
Leadership & Organizational Transformation
Anchoring IDB’s Leadership and Organizational Transformation
concentration area is the Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership
Program

(DAELP).

With

corporate

residencies,

benchmarking

opportunities, and world-class instruction, the DAELP curriculum
embodies the best that the IDB has to offer in terms of a holistic, 360°
approach to business acumen, logistics, and industrial transformation
leadership. DAELP is geared to rapidly equip the proven operational
leaders of DoD’s depots, arsenals, and industrial activities with the
tools of business and industrial transformational leadership. While all
IDB programs strive to promote leadership and transformation, DAELP
epitomizes the immediate practical application of classroom knowledge
into tangible, meaningful, and quantifiable organizational action and
improvement.
DAELP COHORT VII
The DAELP curriculum was reviewed and revised in 2009 as Army

MG Kevin Leonard, AMC HQ, (center) offers his thoughts during discussion following
the DAELP VII corporate residency briefings

Materiel Command and IDB sought to decrease the time demanded
of the program participants while ensuring that the breadth, depth,

Leonard also co-hosted the graduation reception and dinner during this

and quality of instruction was not compromised. DAELP Cohort

residency. DAELP VII graduated 23 participants—the largest class to

VII, which began in October 2009, continued its program of study

date with members representing the Army, Marine Corps, Coast Guard,

during 2010 under this revised curriculum. DAELP VII participants

Defense Logistics Agency, and two private sector corporations. MG

completed corporate residencies from February through May 2010. In

Leonard’s presence, along with MajGen Kessler, and leaders from the

total, 35 private sector corporations, municipalities, and DoD Depots

private sector, academia, and the State of North Carolina, demonstrated

participated in the corporate residency program as sponsors in 2010,

the value of the military/private sector/academic nexus fostered by the

with 14 first-time sponsors. This unprecedented number of corporate

University of North Carolina and the IDB and reinforced throughout this

sponsors enabled most participants to spend time with more than one

course.

corporation, providing diversity of perspectives and a broader learning
experience.

DAELP COHORT VIII
At 24 members, DAELP VIII is the largest cohort to date. DAELP VIII

During the May 2010 final residency in Chapel Hill, Major General Kevin

began the program in November 2010 with an academic residency

A. Leonard, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and Operations, AMC,

in Chapel Hill. Highlighting that residency was a visit by General Ann

and Major General James Kessler, Commanding General, Marine

Dunwoody, Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command.

Corps Logistics Command, received briefings on the participants’

General Dunwoody had lunch with the DAELP VIII students and

corporate residencies and engaged the group in discussions on lessons

participated in a candid question and answer session. During her visit,

learned from their experiences in the corporate world. Major General

General Dunwoody noted that outstanding leadership at the Army’s
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Depots and Arsenals had achieved over 4 billion dollars in savings and

Prior to the DAELP visit, Anniston Depot management identified four

cost avoidance, and she credited DAELP with instilling the business

areas for the teams to examine. After arrival at the Depot and an

acumen that made some of those savings possible.

orientation and tour, DAELP participants divided into four teams and
spent the remainder of the afternoon in a question-and-answer session

The following month, for its second residency, DAELP VIII traveled

with the goal of understanding the process to be mapped, the scope, the

throughout the southeastern United States for a benchmarking tour.

business impact of the problem, and the objective(s) to be achieved.

The benchmarking tour allows the participants from the various
services, agencies, and private sector to tour and compare the different

On day two, each team began the day by visiting its designated focus

methodologies, processes, and management functions within the

area and observing the current process. Once this was done, each team

DoD industrial complex across the services. The trip consisted of visits

mapped the current process of their assigned Value Stream Analysis

to: Anniston Army Depot, Warner Robins Air Logistics Center, Marine

using Lean mapping methodology. After mapping the current state,

Maintenance Center Albany, and Boeing’s Macon, Georgia, facility.

they held a brainstorming session to develop an improved future state
process. After much discussion, the teams mapped the future processes
and established action plans to implement improvements.

VALUE STREAM MAPPING
In conjunction with the benchmarking tour, the group undertook a twoday value stream mapping exercise at Anniston Army Depot that allowed

The value stream analysis exercise resulted in meaningful improvements

practical application of value stream mapping tools and consisted of

to Anniston’s processes in the following areas: Armored Vehicle

a review of four of the Anniston Depot’s selected product lines. Lean,

Launched Bridge Repair, M1 Welding Bay Processes, Tracked Vehicle

Six Sigma facilitators from NC State University and IDB program staff

Suspension Repair, and M113 Foreign Military Sales Production Line

facilitated the value stream exercise, which was extremely well received

Design.

by Anniston.

DAELP VIII Benchmarking Tour
(December 5–10, 2010)

Atlanta
Program met 12/5

Anniston Army Depot
12/6 & 7, VSA

Maintenance Center Albany –
LOGCOM, 12/9

Boeing Macon Facility, C-17, A-10,
CH-47 assembly/repair, 12/8

Warner Robins, Air Logistics Center –
AFMC, 12/10
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DAELP Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program
Arsenal, or Industrial Activity for private sector participants). Residencies
are mentored by host company senior executives working closely with
the DAELP faculty and program participants.
Thirty-five corporate sponsors supported the DAELP Cohort VII
corporate residencies. Of the 35, 14 sponsors supported the program
for the first time. Cohort VIII, which began in 2010 and will graduate
in 2011, is enjoying the strongest corporate support of the program’s
history with 37 residency sponsors committed to the program, nine of
which are first time sponsors.
LOOKING AHEAD
IDB continues to strive for joint, multi-service representation within
its DAELP Cohorts—a condition necessary for truly comprehensive
DAELP VIII and Anniston Army Depot personnel map processes for improvement

business education for the leadership of our nation’s depots, arsenals,
and industrial activities. One promising approach to addressing this

CORPORATE RESIDENCY SPONSORS

goal is the possible inclusion of the commanders and senior leadership

Integral to the DAELP curriculum is the corporate residency component,

of the Defense Logistics Agency’s (DLA) depot-facing distribution

which provides an invaluable and unique corporate learning experience

centers in DAELP. IDB, with the support of the LOGTECH SME Board,

for the participants. The corporate residency consists of four weeks on-

and in cooperation with DLA, is in the initial planning stage for testing

site at one or more leading private sector corporation(s) (or DoD Depot,

this concept with DAELP Cohort IX in 2011.
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BTA Senior Executive Seminar on Business Transformation
The Senior Executive Seminar on Business Transformation is a custom-designed program
for the DoD’s Business Transformation Agency (BTA). Titled “Leadership & Innovation:
Operators Driving Solutions,” this series of seminars is designed to bring DoD’s senior
operational leaders—General Officers and Senior Executive Service civilians—together
in a collaborative environment to examine the challenges they face in achieving efficiencies through
implementing defense business systems and to identify key leadership engagement approaches that can
drive successful solutions to demanding operational problems.

LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION

Cartwright, Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, issuing the invitation

Also included in IDB’s Leadership and Organizational Transformation

for the program.

concentration area is “Leadership & Innovation: Operators Driving
Solutions,” a DoD-sponsored seminar for senior leaders. If the Depot

Held at the Rizzo Conference Center in Chapel Hill, the March 2010

and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program provides tactical tools

offering of “Leadership & Innovation” attracted an impressive cross

for immediate process and organizational transformation, then this

section of DoD’s Flag Officers and SES leaders representing the

Senior Executive Seminar on Business Transformation is its strategic

Services, Unified Combatant

complement. This course exemplifies the strong alignment of the

Commands, and Defense

core missions of the DoD’s Deputy Chief Management Office and its

Agencies.

Business Transformation Agency with that of the IDB, resulting in the

sessions, which consisted

most senior-level program in IDB’s portfolio.

of

The

individual

curricular
briefs

and

panel discussions, focused
The

DoD’s

Business

Transformation

cyber

operations,

and

with

business system acquisition

guiding the transformation

and implementation from

of business operations

an operator’s perspective.

throughout the DoD and

Notable speakers included

delivering

BTA Director David Fisher;

(BTA)

level

is

tasked

enterprise-

capabilities

and

Gen

Duncan

Former Central Intelligence Agency Director Gen Michael
Hayden (USAF, Ret.) provides his perspective on leading
transformational change

McNabb,

align

Commander, U.S. Transportation Command; Gen (Ret.) Michael Hayden,

to warfighter needs. To

former Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the Honorable James

address

R. Clapper, Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence.

efficiencies

Lt Gen Bill Lord, Chief Information Officer, USAF,
discusses the imperative need for cyber-awareness

Agency

on information technology,

that

this

daunting

blend of technology and
change-management

Significantly, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates announced in August

leadership challenges, BTA asked IDB to design a program to assist

2010 the disestablishment of BTA as one of the efficiency initiatives

DoD’s senior operational leaders in guiding their organizations as BTA

put in place to achieve $100 billion in savings over five years. This fact

was streamlining defense business systems. The result was “Leadership

notwithstanding, BTA has allocated funds and plans are under way for a

& Innovation: Operators Driving Solutions,” a week-long executive

third offering of “Leadership and Innovation” in early 2011. This seminar

education seminar focusing on leadership’s role in organizational

will focus on the imperative need for leaders to think differently about

performance, information integration and decision support tools, culture

business operations in order to reduce excess overhead and reinvest the

transformation, business process efficiency, and emerging information

savings in force structure and modernization to support the warfighter.

technology innovations. For the second year running, the program

During 2011, the IDB will be working with DoD leadership to seek an

has enjoyed support from the highest levels, with General James

alternative sponsor for this important program.
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CSER Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction
The IDB’s Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction (CSER) develops and delivers innovative
programs to facilitate collaboration among all actors in stability operations and crisis environments. CSER is
committed to understanding the challenges and serving the needs of those organizations engaged in these
critical efforts.
STABILIZATION AND ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION

U.S. Government’s policy in Iraq, issues of justice and corruption,

The Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction focus area is a natural

Iraq’s relationship with its neighbors, and the role of the United Nations

fit for the IDB’s education model. Stability operations typically require

in Iraq.

a coordinated effort from many different players: military forces,
civilian government agencies, non-governmental organizations, and

LOGISTICS COOPERATION FOR STABILIZATION AND

private sector concerns—often from multiple nations—who must all

RECONSTRUCTION

work together to achieve success. IDB’s core competency of bringing

On behalf of the Directorate for Logistics, the Joint Staff (J4), and

together disparate groups in an academic setting for an educational

the Department of Defense Business Transformation Agency, CSER

exchange is both evident and effective in CSER programs.

delivered the much-anticipated initial offering of its Seminar on Logistics
Cooperation for Stabilization and Reconstruction (LCSR) August

FAREWELL TO IRAQ

29–September 3, 2010, in Chapel Hill. LTG Kathleen Gainey, USA,

The run of predeployment economic and governance roundtable

Director for Logistics of the Joint Staff, championed this educational

conferences for Iraq-bound U.S. Marine Corps and Army units reached

effort from its very beginning and was on hand for the pilot program.

a satisfying conclusion in 2010. After
five years and nine roundtables
focused on stabilizing Iraq, CSER
delivered the XVIII Airborne Corps
Interagency Roundtable. This tenth
and final Iraq-focused predeployment
conference was attended by XVIII
Airborne Corps Commanding General
LTG Frank Helmick, 60 senior members
of the XVIII Airborne Corps staff, as
well as members of the 4th Infantry
Division, 25th Infantry Division, and
the 36th Infantry Division of the Texas
National Guard.
A far cry from earlier roundtables
LTG Frank Helmick emphasizes
the importance of interagency
cooperation for an effective
transition in Iraq

focused on providing security to
allow stabilization efforts to gain
a foothold in a particular province
or area of responsibility, the XVIII

Airborne Corps Interagency Roundtable helped prepare the Corps
to support the development of the Iraqi Government’s capacity and
ensure political, economic, and diplomatic progress in the country
with the ultimate goal of transitioning authority to the Iraqis and U.S.
Government responsibilities to civilian agencies. The conference
included discussions on the Iraqi economy and security forces, the

LTG Gainey addressing the inaugural Logistics Cooperation for
Stabilization and Reconstruction Seminar

“Our recent experiences in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Haiti continue
to emphasize the increasing need for cooperation among a wide
variety of public, private, military, and voluntary organizations to
support post-disaster and post-conflict crises. While our past
experiences have yielded some creative logistical solutions and
lessons learned, this seminar provides us a unique opportunity
to begin educating our logisticians to operate cooperatively and
effectively in crisis environments.”
LTG Kathleen Gainey, USA, Director for Logistics, J-4,
the Joint Staff
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and

the Marine Corps; this one for the II Marine Expeditionary Force

Reconstruction is designed to improve logistics cooperation among

(Forward). II MEF (Fwd) is currently slated to replace Camp Pendleton,

the public, private, military, and voluntary sectors during times of crisis.

CA–based I MEF (Fwd) in Afghanistan during spring 2011. The

Many of these organizational cultures today consult, coordinate, and

conference was designed to prepare II MEF (Fwd) to support the

even plan with one another—but rarely do all of them coalesce. The

development of the Afghan Government’s capacity and ensure political,

gaps or inefficiencies in logistics during crises are all too evident and

economic, and diplomatic progress in the country. The conference

have been the subject of much public complaint. Miscommunication,

included discussions on reintegration and reconciliation, relationships

prejudice, and misperceptions persist; lack of trust, legal or regulatory

between the military and civilian organizations, economic development,

The

Seminar

on

Logistics

Cooperation

for

Stabilization
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United Nations programs, community engagement, and transitioning to
the Afghan government.

Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction Executive Director Amb (Ret.)
David C. Litt moderates the discussion during the seminar

impediments, and a host of other issues all contribute to the problem.
As a result, cooperative operational planning is often incomplete or
nonexistent. This seminar assembled many of the relevant actors to

A total of 37 speakers, representing the diverse range of organizations

build trust and find ways to improve cooperation in logistics.

involved in Afghanistan, presented at the conference including Amb
(Ret.) Ronald Neumann, President, American Academy of Diplomacy;

Each seminar will consist of 36 participants drawn equally from the

Governor Gulab Mangal, Governor of Helmand Province, Afghanistan;

military services; civil and foreign services; international organizations;

Mr. James DeHart, Director, Office for Afghanistan, U.S. Department

and the private and voluntary sectors. All participants will have some

of State; Mr. Paolo Galli, Deputy Director, Washington Office, United

experience with their organization’s operations in crisis environments.

Nations Development Program; and Mr. Jon Moss, Senior Manager,

The week-long seminars will feature lectures, discussions, and panel

Coffey International Development Ltd.

presentations from academic and crisis-response practitioners.
Additionally, participants will take part in a role-playing exercise that will
demonstrate the value of logistics cooperation in crisis environments.
Feedback from the pilot seminar indicated that this scenario-based

“As a result of this seminar, I am much more attuned to the process

exercise is extremely effective in reinforcing the collaboration/

of turning data into actionable information, much more sensitive to

cooperation message of the seminar. The next seminar is scheduled

government participation, and better at trying to determine if what we

for February 2011.

think we see is actually what is happening. All of that helps me to be a
better contributor and leader.”

II MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (FORWARD)
GOVERNANCE AND ECONOMICS CONFERENCE
CSER delivered another predeployment conference on 30 November–2
December, 2010—the twelfth such event overall and the seventh for

Jay Brickman, VP, Crowley Maritime Corporation
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IDB Gives Back
The IDB team is honored to carry out the organization’s mission of supporting the warfighter through
research and education. IDB is also dedicated to corporate citizenship; team members gave back to the
community individually and as a group in a number of meaningful ways in 2010.

IDB Sponsors Paralyzed Veterans Golf Tournament

Another Strong Showing at the MS 150

IDB continued its sponsorship of the Agility Logistics Paralyzed Veterans

In September 2010, the IDB bike team raised over $4,600 for the National

of America (PVA) Golf Open. The third annual golf tournament raised

Multiple Sclerosis Society while riding a combined 1,295 miles at the MS

over $330,000—100 percent of which went directly to PVA’s vocational

150 fundraising events in New Bern and Charlotte, North Carolina.

rehabilitation programs. The unemployment rate for veterans with severe
disabilities has been estimated to be more than 85 percent. Paralyzed
Veterans’ vocational rehabilitation program aims to make this grim
statistic a thing of the past by helping to unleash the untapped talent

The IDB Team in New Bern
…and Team Charlotte

and potential of this often underutilized part of our workforce.

William T. Powell, Jr. Garden Dedication
Dinner at the Ronald McDonald House
The IDB culinary team provided a taco dinner for the families at Chapel
Hill’s Ronald McDonald House. The Ronald McDonald House program
provides a “home-away-from-home” for families to be able to stay close
by their hospitalized child at little or no cost. The Houses are built on the
simple idea that nothing else should matter when a family is focused
on healing its child. IDB’s April McGill organized the dinner through her
membership in the Chapel Hill/Durham Junior League.

The Powell Family at the William T. Powell, Jr. Garden

The IDB Team gathered at the William T Powell, Jr. Memorial Garden
at Mount Pleasant United Methodist Church to remember IDB Founder
and first president Bill Powell. In addition to refreshing the garden’s
landscaping, IDB dedicated a plaque honoring Bill’s memory. The
Powell family, including father William Sr., stepmother Annette, widow
Mitzi, and sons Will and Barnes, attended the dedication and shared a
Mark Cramer and Van Noah man the stove while Emily Vargas chops lettuce for the
“IDB Taco Night” at the Ronald McDonald House

picnic lunch on the church grounds.
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Initiatives
IDB is continuously working to anticipate and respond to the needs of its stakeholders. New programs,
research projects, and partnerships ensure that IDB is ready to serve the Department of Defense, civilian
government departments, and private sector customers with education products that address today’s
most relevant issues while also focusing “over the horizon” on tomorrow’s challenges and opportunities.
MILITARY VEHICLE HIGH PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES

partner in connecting military needs with academic resources under the

PROGRAM

auspices of the UNC Partnership for National Security.

The IDB and IMSolutions LLC (IMS)
of Woodbridge, VA, are managing

In 2010, IDB was honored to host one of two UNC National Security

a newly launched Marine Corps

Fellows in the initial class of that program. COL Tom Rogers, a logistician

Systems Command project titled the

with the U.S. Army’s Special Operations Command, studied with

Military Vehicle High Performance

DAELP Cohort VIII and began development of a program to address a

Capabilities Program. U.S. Senator

chronic problem within the special operations community: transitioning

Kay R. Hagan (D-NC) sponsored the project, which was designed to

logisticians from “Big Army” practices to the specialized practices and

facilitate IDB support for the Department of Defense (DoD), Marine

processes of Special Operations logistics. COL Rogers will complete

Corps Systems Command, and the motorsports industry.

his fellowship in 2011 and receive Army War College credit for his work.

This innovative effort to serve our nation’s military services while

RECOGNIZING RETURN ON INVESTMENT

increasing both jobs and revenue in North Carolina and across the

A new initiative within LOGTECH is the creation of a formal mechanism

larger motorsports industry represents a unique collaboration. This

for recognizing return on investment achieved through the application

initiative will provide the military with a sustained platform for accessing

of lessons learned in the LOGTECH Advanced Program. The award

motorsports technology, equipment, and capabilities for use in

will be given each year for the best application of business concepts

improving and expanding the performance of tactical wheeled vehicles

in defense and government as voted by the LOGTECH Subject Matter

while enhancing the safety of our warfighters.

Expert (SME) Board. The SME Board unanimously approved the naming
of the award after General William G.T. Tuttle, Jr., former Commanding

With scope definition and contracting taking up the majority of 2010,

General at U.S. Army Materiel Command and the longest-serving

work will begin in earnest in early 2011.

LOGTECH SME Board member. The inaugural award will be selected
by the SME board from a pool of 2010 LOGTECH Advanced Program

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PARTNERSHIP FOR

participant nominees. General Tuttle will present the first annual award

NATIONAL SECURITY

to the winner in early 2011 at the first annual LOGTECH Tuttle Award
Through a series of agreements between

Dinner in Chapel Hill.

the University of North Carolina System and
elements of the Department of Defense,

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS PARTICIPATION

UNC has established the Partnership for

In late 2010, senior U.S. Department of

National Security. This partnership seeks

Veterans Affairs (VA) Logistics and Supply

to assist these units with mission-specific

Chain officials traveled to IDB’s offices in

specialized education and training drawn

Chapel Hill to learn about IDB’s programs

from the resources of the 17-campus

in an effort to enhance VA’s professional

University of North Carolina System. Recognizing IDB’s unique position

development and certification programs.

at the nexus of military, private sector, and academic pursuits, as well

Enthusiastic about what they learned, VA

as IDB’s long and close relationship with the UNC system, UNC General

now intends to send participants to virtually

Administration signed a formal memorandum of agreement with IDB in

all of IDB’s programs beginning with the first LOGTECH Advanced

December 2010. Under this agreement, IDB will serve as an implementing

course in January 2011.
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